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Gentle Hands Being Affectionate

Being resourceful Motivating people

Having wise insights Friendliness

Easy-going
Enjoying being 
with children

Not worrying about 
wee mistakes

Keeping the place 
neat and tidy



Chattiness Knowing about 
nature

Loving dancing Hard-working

Finding things that 
get lost

Matching colours 
and fabrics

Enjoying mealtime Sparkly eyes

Enjoying music

Making things 
that are complicated 

or confusing more 
simple



Showing creativity Soothing voice

Accepting other 
people’s quirks Listening with heart

Getting on with it Supporting people’s 
confidence to grow

Creating a warm 
feeling Making Mischief

Getting folk laughing Asking others 
for help



Showing 
appreciation to 

others

Sharing how 
they Feel

Heart of gold Brave in trying 
new things

Making others 
feel special Welcoming people

Owning up to 
being crabbit

Connecting with 
people

Coming up 
with ideas

Adaptable if 
plans change



Showing 
perseverance

Helping people 
feel heard

Making time for 
others

Eagerness 
to learn

Sharing stories Finding ways to 
compromise

Forgiving people Going the 
extra mile

Fixing things Planning parties 
and events



Talking about 
sensitive subjects

Keeping everyone 
in the loop

Looking out for 
others

Being calm when 
things get hectic

Helping people 
feel safe Gentle hands

Being 
affectionate

Making the most of 
what’s available

Motivating 
people

Having wise 
insights



Friendliness Going with 
the flow

Enjoying being 
with children

Not worrying about 
wee mistakes

Keeping the place 
neat and tidy Chattiness

Knowing about 
nature Loving dancing

Hard-working Finding things 
that get lost



Matching colours 
and fabrics Sparkly eyes

Getting joy 
from music

Making things that 
are complicated 

or confusing more 
simple

Showing 
creativity Soothing voice

Accepting other 
people’s quirks

Listening 
with heart

Getting on 
with it

Supporting people’s 
confidence to grow



Creating a 
warm feeling Finding solutions




